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📣 Paper 3 has been removed from NET from 2018 (Noti�ication [https://www.examrace.com/NTA-
UGC-NET/NTA-UGC-NET-Updates/NEWS-UGC-NET-Exam-Changes-2018.htm])- now paper 2 and 3
syllabus is included in paper 2. Practice both paper 2 and 3 from past papers.

NTA NET Education December 2019 Questions and Answers Part 1

Q. 1 In the two sets given below. Set I mentions the western schools while Set II offers their
visualization of teachers՚ role. Match the two sets.

Set	I	Mentions	the	Western	Schools	While	Set	II	Offers	Their	Visualization	of	Teachers՚	Role

Set I (Western school of
thought)

Set II (Teachers՚ role visualized)

(a) Idealism
(i) To assist student personally in his journey towards self-
realization

(b) Realism (ii) To function as a consultant in problem situation

(c) Pragmatism (iii) To be a role model to be emulated

(d) Existentionalism (iv) To impart knowledge

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(1) (a) - (i) , (b) - (ii) , (c) - (iii) , d- (iv)

(2) (A) - (iii) , (b) - (iv) , (c) - (ii) , d- (i)

(3) (a) - (iv) , (b) - (iii) , (c) - (ii) , d- (i)

(4) (a) - (iv) , (b) - (iii) , (c) - (i) , d- (ii)

Ans- (a) - (iii) , (b) - (iv) , (c) - (ii) , d- (i)

Q-2 In the two sets given below. Set I mentions the named theory of intelligence Set II offers their main
proponents and contentions. Match the two sets.

Set I (Theory of Intelligence) Set II (Main proponents and contentions)

a) Multiple factor theory
(I) Sternberg. Intelligences can be taught and classrooms is the
logical places to teach

b) Theory of multiple
intelligences

(ii) Cattell. Intelligence is neither completely ogliarchic, nor
monarchic nor anarchic

c) Theory of �luid and (iii) Thurstone. Intelligence is completely ogliarchic in nature
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Set	I	Mentions	the	Named	Theory	of	Intelligence	Set	II	Offers	Their	Main	Proponents	and	Contentions

crystallized and �luid
Intelligences

d) Coping theory of
Intelligence

(iv) Gardner. Intelligence is a capacity with component processes
and should not be confused with learning or cognitive styles

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(1) (a) - (iii) , (b) - (iv) , (c) - (ii) , d- (i)

(2) (a) - (i) , (b) - (ii) , (c) - (iii) , d- (iv)

(3) (a) - (iv) , (b) - (iii) , (c) - (i) , d- (ii)

(4) (a) - (ii) , (b) - (i) , (c) - (iv) , d- (iii)

Ans- (a) - (iii) , (b) - (iv) , (c) - (ii) , d- (i)

Q-3 The acronym DMAIC of six sigma method stands for?

(1) Design-Measure-Assess-Integrate-Control

(2) De�ine-Measure-Analyze -Improve-Control

(3) Demonstrate-Measure-Agreggate-Implement-Connect

(4) De�ine-Match-Measure -Improve-Communicate

Ans-2-Design-Measure-Assess-Integrate-Control

Q-4 In the process of drawing the random sample which of the following process is in order of
sequence

(1) De�ine target population, decide sample size, list all the units of target population and drawing
sample by randomnization

(2) Decide sample size, de�ine target population, list all the units of target population and selecting
sample by randomnization

(3) List all the units of target population, decide sample size, de�ine target population, and apply
randomnization

(4) Drawing sample by randomnization, decide sample size, de�ine target population, and list all the
units of target population.

Q5. Given there is two statements, statement one is labeled as Assertion (A) and other is labeled as
Reason (R)

Assertion (A) : Effective leader motivates people

Reason (R) : People may be self motivated to give their best

In the light of the above, choose the correct option:

1. Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation.

2. Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct explanation
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3. Both (A) and (R) are false.

4. Only (A) is true, but (R) is false

Ans- Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct explanation

Q-6. Given there are two statements, statement one is labeled as Assertion (A) and other is labeled as
Reason (R)

Assertion (A) : You can �ind people with �ixations, obsessions, compulsions, who put work ahead of
health and family, but this is not normal; work after all is just work.

Reason (R) : The key to success as an effective manager is intervening effectively, doing right things at
right time.

In the light of the above, choose the correct option:

1. Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation.

2. Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct explanation

3. Both (A) and (R) are false.

4. Only (A) is true, but (R) is false

Ans- Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct explanation


